TEAM A
Name:
1. Cedric
2. Ivy
3. Tom
4. Shaheed
5. Mike

TEAM B
Name:
1. Eric
2. Becky
3. Leonard
4. Erica
5. Tim

TEAM C
Name:
1. Greg
2. Heather
3. Brandon
4. Bonnie
5. Tanya

RULES OF THE LEAGUE
Contests will be played between teams during class time as indicated on the schedule.
1. Contest between teams will commence after a 5-minute warm-up at 9.35.
2. Captains or Vice-Captains will appoint match secretaries for each team.
3. Match secretaries are responsible for writing down the team rankings for each match to be submitted to tournament referee (Tim Hopper).
4. Teams will rank their players for singles and doubles. Rankings can change based on results.
5. First round of matches will be one doubles between first and second pairs.
6. After the completion of doubles matches teams will play singles against their opposite number from the opposing team.
7. All players present during the day of a match must play.
8. Matches will be forfeited with a 6-2 score if player not present*.

Scoring
1. All matches will start at 2 games all. Matches will be the best of one set with a tiebreak at 6-all.
2. Any uncompleted matches can be played outside of class, at the start of the next lesson or incomplete scores will be used as match score.
3. All sets won will be worth one match.
4. Contest between teams will consist of 6 matches.

*NB (Substitute players of a similar ranking in another team can be used if a team cannot field four players and the opposing team permits substitution).